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In this paper is presented development and optimization of the tube end effector design which should
consist of 4 ultrasonic transducers, 4 Eddy Current's transducers and Radiation Proof Dot Camera.
Basically, designing was conducted by main input requests, such as: inner diameter of a tested reactor
pressure vessel head penetration tube, dimensions of a transducers and maximum allowable vertical
movement of a manipulator connection rod in order to cover all inner tube surface.

As is obvious, for ultrasonic testing should be provided the thin layer of liquid material (in our case water
was chosen) which is necessary to make physical contact between transducer surface and investigated
inner tube surface. By help of Computational Fluid Dynamics, determined were parameters of geometry,
as the most important factor of transducer housing, hydraulically parameters for water supply and primary
drain together implemented into this housing, movement of the end effectors (vertical and cylindrical) and
finally, necessary equipment which has to provide all hydraulically and pneumatic requirements.

As the cylindrical surface of the inner tube diameter was liquefied and contact between transducer housing
and tested tube wasn't ideally covered, water leakage could occur in downstream direction. To reduce
water leakage, which is highly contaminated, developed was second water drain by diffuser assembly
which is driven by Venturi pipe, commercially called vacuum generator. Using the Computational Fluid
Dynamic, obtained was optimized geometry of diffuser control volume with the highest efficiency, in other
words, unobstructed fluid flux.

Afterwards, the end effectors system was synchronized to the existing operable system for NDT methods
all invented and designed by INETEC.
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